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“Simple Gifts: Hope”
Romans 13:11-14; Matthew 24:36-44 November 27, 2016

In college I was a real night owl. The only problem with 
being a night owl is getting up the next morning. I figured 
out a system. I had two alarm clocks. Each night, I would set 
one clock ten or so minutes ahead and set the other clock 
ten or so minutes behind. When the alarms began to ring in 
the morning, I never really knew quite what time it was or 
whether I was early or late. Like the white rabbit in Alice in 
Wonderland, all I knew to do was to rush off in a perpetual 
state of anxiety about time. (Not too bright? Well, at least 
it worked for me.)   

Time. We are preoccupied with time. We cannot stop 
the flow of time. It slips through our fingers like sand. The 
present becomes the past even as we speak. We fear that we 
will not have enough time to complete a project, to study 
for an exam, to accomplish our goals, to meet a deadline, to 
undo a wrong or to repair a relationship. In time’s light, we 
see the crow’s feet and the thinning hair; we feel the aching 
joints. How did the children grow up so quickly? Will 
we have enough time to go in early and stay late to keep 
up with changing technology at work? As we put up the 
Christmas tree, we wonder what happened to fall? As the 
hymn says, “Time like an ever flowing stream soon bears us 
all away.” When I was a child, summer vacation from school 
seemed to last forever and a summer afternoon floated by 
ever so slowly. Now summer vacation has been cut short 
and crammed with so many activities that there is little time 
for a child just to be idle and daydream. Our anxiety about 
time makes us prisoners of time. 

Time can also be a burden. A person home from the 
hospital waits impatiently for the body to heal and strength 
to return. After the death of a spouse, the ticking of the clock 
measures out the hours and days of grief and loneliness. 
Someone we know is sitting by the window waiting for a 
friend to come and break the long passage of time between 
sunrise and sunset. When we lose our sense of purpose, 
we may sit in idleness clicking through the channels not 
knowing what to do with the time that hangs heavy on our 
hands. Too little time – too much time: we are prisoners of 
time. 

The message of Advent is that God comes to us in the 

midst of time to liberate us from our captivity to time. In 
Galatians, Paul says that in “the fullness of time” God sends 
his son into the world. Even before the coming of Jesus, 
God acted in human history through Abraham, Deborah, 
Moses, David and the prophets to name a few. All these 
experiences of God in history are brought to fulfillment 
in the coming of Jesus. Jesus makes sense of our past, fills 
our present with meaning and instills in us a deep longing 
for the coming kingdom of God. We call this deep longing 
hope. Christian hope shatters the tyranny of time. 

The past influences and shapes the present and the future, 
but the past does not determine our present or our future. 
God does. Through the Holy Spirit, God plants the seed of 
hope in our hearts. Hope is a simple gift that grows within 
us. The poet Emily Dickinson envisions hope as a little bird 
that settles in the heart. 

“Hope” is the thing with feathers - 
That perches in the soul - 
And sings the tune without the words - 
And never stops - at all. 

Dickinson says that hope sings the sweetest when life is 
most difficult. Hope keeps the human heart warm. 

Hope invites us to see the past, present and future from 
God’s perspective. Paul says it is time to wake up to what 
God is doing. Hope wakes us up when we are anxious that 
we have too little time or not enough time.  Hope sets us free 
from all those despairing thoughts, bad experiences, foolish 
mistakes and self-imposed ultimatums that imprison us. 
Hope is what Paul calls “the armor of light” in a dark world. 
Hope leads us to set our hearts on the future that God has 
planned for us and for the whole creation.  

The future is the coming of Christ as Lord of heaven 
and earth. Jesus tells the disciples that there will be hard 
times ahead. Many will mistake these struggles for the end. 
Many will be led astray. The work we have to do is to watch, 
wait and be ready. We do not know when the Son of Man 
will return.  Advent, which comes from the Latin word 
meaning to arrive or to come to, is the season when we 
look for the coming of Christ among us. As we heard in the 
Advent liturgy, we celebrate the coming of Christ as a baby 
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in Bethlehem. If we stopped there, Advent would be little 
more than a sentimental party. We celebrate the coming of 
Christ among us in power in the Holy Spirit on Pentecost 
and every day. We also look for the return of Christ at the 
end of history.  

All the moments of our lives become times to look, to 
listen, to watch and to wait for the signs of God’s presence.  
Hope gives us power to live today on the basis of God’s 
future. We wake from sleep because “salvation is nearer now 
than when we first believed” (Romans 13:11). We look for 
signs of the saving grace of God around us. When we see 
the good and bad moments of our lives through the eyes of 
faith, we have some foretaste of the final consummation of 
all things in Christ.  

In Greek, there are two ways of looking at time. The 
first is chronos or “clock time.” Chronos is measured by 
the continuous passing of seconds, hours, days and years. 
Chronos, as the hymn says, is the “ever flowing streams 
[that] soon bears us all away.” It is unredeemed chronos 
that holds us captive. The word Paul uses in Romans when 
he says, “You know what time it is,” is the Greek word 
kairos, which is a significant moment in time. A significant 
moment in time happens whenever we experience the 
presence of God in one particular instant of time. The 
theologian Paul Tillich noted that time has the capacity 
“to receive eternity within itself ” (Meditation: The Mystery 
of Time). Kairos is the moment in time which becomes the 
eternal now. All time is not the same. There are moments 
when time seems to stand still and we touch something of 
the eternal nature of things. Kairos is the shattering of time 
so that we no longer need be anxious, captive or burdened 
by time. In a kairos moment, we experience as present the 
future coming of Christ and his kingdom. In God’s time, 
there is no fear of the passing years; there is hope to bear the 
burdens of the day; there is an awakening to the possibility 
of the renewal of all things. In God’s time, a cold and bitter 
heart can be changed. In God’s time, we can be awakened 
to the precious gift of time.

William Willimon, the former Dean of Duke University 
Chapel, tells of one Sunday in the huge Gothic Sanctuary 
when tourists were present admiring the building.  Suddenly 
a man had a heart attack. He was rushed to Duke Hospital, 
but they could not revive him. Only months before, he and 
his wife had retired to North Carolina for what they hoped 
would be years of leisurely life in a nice climate. Willimon 
writes, “It was at the funeral of her beloved husband, 
when she asked if she could say a word to the gathered 
congregation. ‘If you are going to love somebody,’ she said 
with tears in her eyes, ‘do it today. If you are going to tell 

somebody they are special, that their life has touched yours, 
do it today.’” She learned the hard way about the shattering 
of time.  

We can live our lives and fail to see that all the moments 
of life are holy and all times are in God’s hands. We can live 
as prisoners of time, or we may live in hope. Jesus comes to 
shatter time and awaken us to his presence. In a moment 
of time, we open our eyes to see him in a passing glance, 
an act of kindness, a warm embrace, a forgiving word, a 
phrase of music, a generous heart or the echo of an uttered 
prayer. Christian hope enables us to experience in all these 
moments something of God’s eternity. In hope, we long for 
Christ to come again. Hope is the gift that empowers us to 
watch, wait and keep awake. The Lord is coming at an hour 
we do not expect. 


